1 Big Phil, Little Phil  
   Stoneware, Latex Paint, Gold Foil, Found Object / 2016

2 15 Pounds of Butter  
   Stoneware, Glaze, Non-Pariels / 2016

3 Tasteful Tangerine  
   Stoneware, Rock Hard Icing, Latex Paint, Chain / 2016

4 No Way In, No Way Out  
   MDF, Pine, Paint / 2016

5 Cloud Sucker  
   Found Object, Pine, Concrete / 2016

6 Remote Viewer  
   Glass, Spray Paint / 2016

7 It's All Pink Inside  
   Earthenware, Glaze, Chiffon / 2016

8 2%  
   Digitally Fabricated Sound / 2016

9 Peas and Carrots  
   Digitally Rendered Sound / 2016
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STATEMENT
The ¡‽ (pronounced “interrobang”) is a nonstandard punctuation mark used in various written languages and intended to combine the functions of the question mark and the exclamation point. It concludes a sentence with excitement, amusement, shock or confusion. The pieces exhibited are familiar objects abstracted in order to confuse and excite viewers of all ages. In this nonsensical discourse the interrobang finishes each sentence.

Exploring how solitary objects can define absurd environments, ¡‽ features all new objects that represent the ideals and characteristics of kitsch but are not mass produced nor feature over saturated imagery. They are abstracted depictions of childhood memory, nostalgia, and the manipulation of those memories through time and maturity. The experience each viewer has will change per their position in the gallery due to sound components structured to interact with the audience and the objects. Similar to the way people can remember the same situation in a variety of ways, ¡‽ confuses, confronts, and distorts viewer projection and interaction.